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A discrete formulation of the problem of “hearing the shape of a drum” 
is investigated, extending the results of M. Fisher and others. Drums imbedded 
in both triangular and’ square lattices are considered and similar results are 
oktained in each of these cases. 
In [l] Fisher formulated the discrete analog of the problem of “hearing 
the shape of a drum.” He obtained geometric information about the 
drum by computing the trace of the zero through fourth powers of the 
incidence matrix T of a certain graph associated with the drum. Calling 
the trace of Tn the n-th moment, M, , of T, we show here that with a 
certain “non-triviality assumption” MS may be computed and we thus 
derive further geometric information. We then establish the result that 
no tied moment AI, , n > 5, can yield, in general, any further informa- 
tion. In [6] Baker has made essentially this same point. It is still unresolved 
whether or not knowledge of all moments is sufficient to determine the 
shape of the drum. Finally, we show that the same type of information 
can be obtained about drums embedded in both the triangular and the 
square lattices. 
We begin by defining a drum somewhat more precisely than in [l]. 
Let L be the equilateral triangular lattice in the plane. We regard L 
as a simplicial complex consisting of the vertices, edges, and triangular 
faces of L. By a combinatorial drum D in L we mean a subcomplex of L 
satisfying the following axioms: 
1. D is a finite, full subcomplex of L (cf. [2]). That is, if the bounding 
simplices of a simplex u in L are in D, then u is in D. 
2. The underlying space ( D j of D is a two-dimensional manifold 
with boundary. 
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Indexing the vertices of D we define the incidence matrix T of D by 
Tij = 1 if the i-th and j-th vertices are on a common edge and Tdj = 0 
otherwise. If we set A = 2/(3P)(T - 61) where Z is the identity matrix 
and h is the length of an edge in L, then d plays the same role in Fisher’s 
discrete problem as the Laplacian plays in the continuous case. This 
fact was derived from first principles in [l], but it may be noted that d 
is a standard numerical approximation to the Laplacian on 1 D 1 (cf. 
[3, p. 2471). Denote by L, the equilateral triangular lattice obtained by 
subdividing each triangle of L as shown in Fig. 1 and define L, as the 
corresponding lattice obtained by subdividing IZ times. This subdivision 
of L induces a subdivision of D giving a combinatorial drum D, in L, . 
If T,, is the incidence matrix of D, , the eigenvalues of 
2 22n 
L, = 3 h2 (T, - 61) 
approach the eigenvalues (whose eigenfunctions vanish on 1 aD I) of the 
Laplacian on 1 D ] as n tends to infinity. 
FIGURE 1 
Thus to each combinatorial drum D we may associate an infinite 
sequence of combinatorial drums D = D, , D, ,... all having the same 
underlying space 1 D I. Setting iVk = trace Tk we see immediately, using 
the fact that Mk is the total number of closed paths of length k (cf. [l]), 
that M,, = N, the number of points of D, M2 is twice the number of 
edges in D, and M, is six times the number of triangular faces of D. 
Since I D I is embedded in the plane, the second Betti number of D is 
zero, and, if we denote by C and H the zero and first Betti numbers 
of D, respectively, we obtain by Euler’s theorem 
C-H=M,-&M,+QM,. (1) 
We thus recover equation (4.18) of [l]. 
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We remark that Axiom 1 ensures the existence of a “band” of triangles 
around D (see Fig. 2 and [2]). In [I] the “boundary” of the drum is 
essentially taken as the path formed by joining the medians of the triangles 
in this band. Hence the length of this boundary is Bh/d/3 where B is 
the number of these triangles (see Fig. 2). Here, however, the boundary 
of our drum D is aD, and we take the length to be Ah where A is the 
number of edges in aD. It is shown in [l] that A and B are related by 
B - 2A = 6(C - H). (2) 
Denote by F, V, and S the number of convex f-turns, sharp convex 
v-turns, and concave s-turns, respectively (see Fig. 2), along the boundary 
of D. Note that aside from straight turns these are the only types of turns 
possible. It is shown in [l] that 
M4 = 9ON - 54A - 102(C - H) + 4(V + S). (3) 
RGURE 2 
By a non-trivial combinatorial drum in L we shall mean a combinatorial 
drum satisfying the axiom? 
3. D = D1’ for some combinatorial drum D’. 
Thus, given any combinatorial drum D, all the combinatorial drums 
D = D,, D1, D, ,... will be non-trivial except possibly D,, and we have 
seen all have the same underlying space ) D 1. After a lengthy calculation 
using similar techniques to those in [l] we find that if D is a non-trivial 
combinatorial drum 
M; = 360N - 36O(C - H) - 260A + 40s + 20V. (4) 
1 Actually all we need to compute MS is that (i) no two consecutive vertices along the 
boundary of D are both turns and (ii) if two non-consecutive vertices on the boundary 
of D are joined by an edge both are joined by an edge to v  turn. 
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THEOREM 1. Let D be a non-trivial combinatorial drum in L. Then 
MO, M, , M, , M4, and MS determine N, A, (C - H), F, V, and S and 
conversely. 
ProojI Equations (3) and (4) give M, and M5 in terms of N, A, 
(C - H), F, V, and S. MO = N and it is shown in [l] that 
B=6N-MM,. 
Combining equations (2) and (5) we have 
(5) 
M,=6N-2A--(C--H) (6) 
and from equations (1) and (6) we have 
M, = 12N - 6A - 12(C - H). (7) 
To prove the converse we note that equation (1) gives C - H, and 
by combining equations (2) and (5) we have 
A = M, - M$2. (8) 
Equations (3) and (4) may then be solved for V and S to obtain 
V=6M,,-+M,-$M,++M,-AM,, (9 
S=-3M,+~M~-MM,--M,+~M, (10) 
Now it is shown in [l] that by counting edges extending from aD 
we have 
B=2(A-F-S- V)+S+4V+3F (11) 
and using equations (8) and (2) we find that 
F=6(C-H)+S-2V. (12) 
Finally using equations (l), (9), (lo), and (12) we have 
F= -9M,-t~M,+3M3-qM4+~Mg. (13) 
We remark that M,, , M, , M, , MQ , and M5 actually yield information 
about 1 D 1 rather than just D. The quantities C - H, F, S, and V may 
be defined directly from I D 1, the length of 1 aD j is Ah and the area 
of 1 D I is given by 
(5 M3)(T h2). 
We now show that the moments Mk , k 2 6 will in general say nothing 
more about either D or / D I. 
582b/r 3/z-6 
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THEOREM 2. Let k be an integer 26. Given any non-trivial combinatorial 
drum D in L, there exists an infinite number of non-trivial combinatorial 
drums {Di*> in L such that each / Di* / is geometrically similar to 1 D 1 
and such that the jirst k moments of the corresponding incidence matrix 
Ti* are determined by the zero through jifth moments of Ti*. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we review a useful 
algorithm (cf. [4]). For a fixed vertex p in L we compute the number 
of paths of a given length k which begin and end at p. This is called 
the k-th local moment of p and is denoted by M,(p). For each vertex q 
in L, let N,‘(p, q) be zero if p # q and 1 if p = q. Inductively define 
Ni’(p, q) as C Ni-I(p, r), where r runs over the six nearest neighbors 
of 4. We see that N,‘(p, q) denotes the number of paths of length k 
initiating at p and terminating at q. Hence, N,‘(p, p) = M,(p). 
A slight alteration permits us to compute the k-th local moments of 
all the vertices in any subset A of L where the paths are not allowed 
to leave A. For p in A, set N,(p, q) equal to zero if q # p and 1 ifp = q. 
Define N,(p, q) as 0 if q $ A and as C N&p, r), where r again runs 
over the six nearest neighbors of q. Then M,(p) is N,(p,p). If we restrict 
A to be a combinatorial drum, then it is clear that the k-th local moments, 
M,(p), are merely the diagonal entries of the k-th power of the incidence 
matrix of A and Mk , the k-th moment, is C, M,(p), where p ranges 
over the vertices in A. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof. Given D in L we have defined a sequence of combinatorial 
drums {DJ where each Di possesses the same underlying space as D 
but is embedded in a lattice Li which arises by subdividing the given 
lattice. For a given i, the lattice Li has edges of length h/2i, where h is 
the length of the edges of L. Magnifying the edges of Di by a factor 
of 2i, we obtain a combinatorial drum Di* which may be considered ’ 
in L. The incidence matrix Ti of Di is identical to the incidence matrix ’ 
Ti* of Di*. The underlying space 1 Di* 1 of each Di is geometrically 
similar to / D I. 
Consider the set D,*, DC1 ,..., where I = [log, k] + 1. Defining the 
distance between two points in the obvious manner, we conclude that : 
the distance between any two turns in aDi* is at least k. We now decom- 
pose the vertices of Di* follows: 
Let class I consist of the union of all vertices of any parallelogram 
P C Di* where P has a v-turn as one vertex and two edges (each of length 
t = [k/2] - 1) in common with aDi *. By class II let us denote the union 
of all vertices contained in any parallelogram P C Di* which has an 
f-turn as one vertex and two edges (again of length t) in common with 
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aDi*. The remaining turns in aD,* are contained in class III, which is 
defined to be the union of all vertices of any (concave) hexagon H C Di* 
which possess an s-turn as a vertex, two edges (with the s-turn as a 
common vertex) along aD,*, and all edges of length t. The set of vertices 
of Di* which are a distance less than [k/2] from some vertex in aD,*, 
but are not contained in one of the preceding classes, is defined to be 
class IV, and the union of the remaining vertices is denoted by class V. 
See Fig. 3 for an example of the above decomposition. 
We note several facts concerning this decomposition: First, since 
i > I = [log, k] + 1, the first three classes are pairwise disjoint. From 
the definition of the last two classes, it is clear that all five classes are 
mutually disjoint. Second, since the figures in classes I, II, and III have 
edges of length t = [k/2] - 1, the local j-th moments (for j < k) of 
vertices contained in these classes can be computed independent of Di*. 
The deletion of classes I, II, and III decomposes aD,* into connected 
components with no turns, A vertex p in class IV is a distance less than 
[k/2] from at least one vertex in exactly one of these components, say X. 
Consequently, computing the j-th local moment of p for j < k is the 
same as computing its j-th local moment in the “half-lattice” determined 
by p and the extension of h. Finally, a vertex in class V is of distance 
at least [k/2] from any vertex in aDi*. Hence, we may compute its j-th 
local moment, j < k, as a vertex in L. 
[k/21-1 
I I 
FIGURE 3 
Knowing V, F, and S, we can compute the contribution to the j-th 
moment, j < k, by the vertices lying in classes I, II, and III. Since the 
j-th local moments of the vertices in class IV are determined by their 
distance from aDi*, it is sufficient to compute the number of vertices in 
class IV which are a given distance b, 0 < b < [k/2], from aD,*. It can be 
easily verified that there remain R, = A - (2[k/2] - l)(S + F + V) 
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vertices in aD,* not in the preceding three classes, R, = R, + (S + F - V) 
vertices in class IV a distance one from aD,* and, in general, Ri = 
Ri_l + (S + F - V) vertices in class IV a distance i - 1 from aD,*, 
where 1 < i < [k/2]. Finally, we complete the computation of the j-th 
moment of Di*, j < k, by noting that there are 
[k/21 
N-((aV+pS-yF)- c R( 
2=1 
vertices in class V, each possessing the same local j-th moment for j < k, 
where 01, @, and y denote the number of vertices in a parallelogram 
(hexagon) in classes I, IT, and III, respectively. We have 
k2 
OI=B= z [ I and Y = [$](2 [g] - 11. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If L is the square lattice in the plane we may view L as a “square 
complex” and define a combinatorial drum D as a subcomplex of L 
satisfying axioms I and 2 above. Subdividing each square face of L 
as in Fig. 4 we may construct lattices L, , L, ,... and combinatorial 
drums D, , D, ,... . A non-trivial combinatorial drum D in L is then 
defined as a combinatorial drum D in L satisfying axiom 3 above. 
f f 
FIGURE 4 
The incidence matrix T of D and the moments Mi of T are defined 
similarly to the triangular case. We denote the number of vertices in D 
by N and the number of edges in the boundary of D by A. There are 
only two types of turns along the boundary of D, convex f-turns and 
concave sturns (see Fig. 4). Denote the number off turns by F and the 
number of s turns by S. In considering the moments of T we note that 
Mk = Oifkisodd. 
THEOREM 3. Let D be a non-trivial combinatorial drum in the square 
lattice L. Then MO , I%$ , M4 , and M, determine N, A, C - H, S, and F 
and conversely. 
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Proof: M, = N and it is shown in [l] that 
Ma=4N-B, (14) 
where B is the number of edges emanating outward from the boundary 
of D. By a calculation similar to that in [l] for the triangular case we have 
B-A=4(C-H). (15) 
Thus combining equations (14) and (15) we have 
Ma=4N-A----C--H). WI 
Now Mp and M, may be computed by methods similar to the triangular 
case to yield? 
M,= 36N- 17A-44(C-H)++S, (17) 
MS = 400N - 262A - 448(C - H) + 96s. (18) 
Conversely solving equations (I 6), (17), and (18) and using the fact that 
N = M,, we have 
A = i$(-144Mo + 152M, - 24M, + MB}, (19 
C - H = A{-12OM,, + 146M, - 24M, + M,}, (20) 
S = 2{152M,, - 163M, + 25M, - MS). (21) 
By counting the edges emanating outward from the boundary of D 
we have 
B=A+F-S. (22) 
Combining this equation with equation (15) we have 
F=4(C-H)+S. (23) 
From equations (20) and (21) we have finally 
F = #216Mo - 197M, + 27M, - MS}. (24) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We remark without proof that the analog of Theorem 2 is true for 
non-trivial combinatorial drums in the square lattice L. 
* Equation (5.2) of [l] for Ml appears to be in error, even for the case in which D 
is a square. 
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In either the triangular or the square case we may view the information 
we obtain from the eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacian as properties 
of the “curvature” of D. The analogous results for the continuous case 
are given in [5]. 
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